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A. INTRODUCTION

The Mediterranean is a whole world in miniature. This true cliché, hardly 
applicable in any other region on earth, is substan  ated by a unique combina  on 
of geomorphological characteris  cs, historical trajectories, and ar  s  c 
accomplishments, as well as philosophical, poli  cal, and scien   c breakthroughs 
among others. A rich variety in the physical environment has been matched by 
the development of dis  nct yet intensely interac  ng cultures over  me within a 
rela  vely small geographical space.

Source of endless archetypes, the Mediterranean has launched a new school 
of historical thought through Fernand Braudel which explored how the physical 
environment in  uenced the civiliza  ons that emerged in the shores of this sea 
through  me. More recently, the geographical thought has proposed terms 
of theore  cal analysis like ‘urban spontaneity’ and ‘Mediterranean cultural 
geography’ to account for facets and theore  cal as well as experien  al ways of 
conceiving the spa  al in this intricate world.

The interna  onal conference Diachronic Ar  s  c and Spa  al Convergences and 
Divergences in the Mediterranean, organized by the Module Art - Architecture - 
Urban Planning and the MA Art - Cultural Heritage - Development Policies, both 
of the Hellenic Open University, purports to explore some of the aspects of 
cultural interac  ons in the Mediterranean world, conceived as both the sea and 
the lands surrounding it, through  me seen as con  nuum. Emphasis is placed on 
ar  s  c, architectural, planning, archaeological, and spa  al dimensions of these 
interac  ons.

Conference themes
•   Art, architecture and planning in the Mediterranean through  me. Styles, 

par  cular features, formal, vernacular, and impromptu crea  ons.
•   Geographical features, landscape, memory, and ar  s  c process in the 

Mediterranean. 
•   Ar  s  c traces of converging or clashing cultures and their eponymous or 

anonymous representa  ves in the Mediterranean.
•  Classical myth and the arts in the Mediterranean. 
•  Aesthe  cally oriented theore  cal dialogues in the Mediterranean.
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•  Geographies of travel and/for the arts.
•   20th and 21st c. and present ar  s  c interac  ons between the 

Mediterranean and the global: Orientalism, modernity, postmodernity.
•   Processes of exchange during the beginning of modernity, star  ng from 

the 16th c.
•   What and where was the Renaissance in regard to appropria  ons and 

interpreta  ons of Byzan  um and the East.
•  Edward Said’s Orientalism and cultures of travel: The present narra  ves.
•  Eastern art and architecture as Western history of art and architecture.
•   Post-war cultural dynamism of the USA as the new ‘Western’ fron  er of 

art and art history.

The Organizing Commi  ee

Athens, April 2023
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b. Abstracts  (in alphabe  cal order by surname)

 Jenny P. Albani
 Dr Architect-Art Historian, Independent researcher

 Frankish rule in A   ca interpreted by a French historian in the 19th c.

In the a  ermath of the capture of Constan  nople by the knights of the Fourth 
Crusade and the Vene  ans (1204), which radically changed the poli  cal balance 
in the Eastern Mediterranean, Athens surrendered to Boniface de Mon  errat, a 
leader of the Crusade, who established the rule of the Burgundian De la Roche 
family over A   ca. In 1311, A   ca passed to the mercenaries of the Grand 
Catalan Company. In 1388, the Floren  ne banking family of the Acciaiuoli took 
control of the region. Finally, in 1456, the O  oman troops of Sultan Mehmed II 
captured Athens and, two years later, the Acropolis, thus bringing the Western 
rule over A   ca to an end.
 Four centuries later, in 1840-1841, the French historian Jean-Alexandre 
Buchon (1791-1849) visited Greece and published a relevant travelogue in his 
book La Grèce con  nentale et la Morée. Voyage, séjour et études historiques 
(Paris, 1843) o  ered to the Duchess of Orleans. As he stated in his prologue 
addressed to her royal highness, his Mediterranean trip to Italy, Sicily, Malta, 
and Greece had a purely historical and na  onal purpose. His aim was to 
inves  gate the monuments in ruins, the documents kept in religious and civil 
archives, as well as the memories and popular tradi  ons in order to throw light 
onto the history of the  me when the French crusaders founded their baronies 
on the same valleys where the kingdoms men  oned by Homer had  ourished. 
For more than a century, these  efs, the so-called New France, were the delight 
of the West.
 Although the above text portrays Buchon as a 19th c. roman  c colonialist, 
his report on medieval monuments in A   ca s  ll is of some archaeological value 
and, of course, needs a cri  cal reading. This paper will address the French 
traveler’s observa  ons and comments on A   c medieval monuments compared 
to our present-day archaeological knowledge of Frankish-ruled A   ca.
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 So  ria Alexiadou
 Dr Architect, Department of Architecture, University of Thessaly

  Convergences and divergences in the design and habita  on of social 
housing between Greece and the Mediterranean countries of North Africa

The elimina  on of the shan  es in post-war Greece is directly associated with 
the implementa  on of social housing programs in large ci  es of the country. 
The design of these social housing complexes draws references from Northern 
European architecture. This caused the loss of knowledge and elements 
that derive from tradi  onal Greek architecture. Technology, typological and 
morphological characteris  cs that could be iden   ed even in the shan  es, do 
not appear in the formal planning. As a result, in their a  empt to break the 
boundaries of the homogeneous top-down design approach, the bene  ciaries 
implemented a large number of unauthorized bo  om-up interven  ons both 
in the apartments and in the shared areas of the social housing complexes, 
bringing back the familiar heterogeneity to the image of these new parts of 
the city. 
 In the Mediterranean countries of North Africa, such as Egypt, Algeria, and 
Morocco, two di  erent strategies will be followed for the planning of social 
housing and the elimina  on of bidonvilles. As the  rst strategy, local or even 
foreign architects observe and study elements of the tradi  onal architecture 
of the place. Then they a  empted to integrate some of their characteris  c 
elements to the proposals of the new architectural complexes of social 
housing, especially for the complexes in rural areas. In the second strategy the 
design will follow social housing models found in other countries adop  ng the 
interna  onal prac  ce. Bene  ciaries will try to ensure heterogeneity according 
to the degree of applied homogeneity of the se  lement.
 This paper will focus on the comparison of the two approaches through 
examples of social housing complexes of Greece and North African countries 
such as Algeria, Egypt, and Morocco highligh  ng the convergences and the 
divergences.
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 Stavros Alifragkis1 & onstan  na Kalfa2

  Adjunct Lecturer, Hellenic Open University [1] & Adjunct Lecturer, Athens 
School of Fine Arts [2]

 Beyond cri  cal regionalism: Atelier 66 and the urban residen  al block

This paper a  empts the re-theoriza  on of the work of Suzanna and Dimitris 
Antonakakis, not as a  nalized end product, but rather as a design methodology 
and a set of professional prac  ces that evolve over  me and adapt to the 
special circumstances and complex reali  es of post-WWII Greece. It o  ers 
insights into both their thinking –i.e., their ideological and social agenda– 
and the  uid reali  es of the  me, that aim to transcend the well-established 
formal and typological classi  ca  on of their work as the local vein of Cri  cal 
Regionalism. First introduced in Tzonis and Lefaivre’s paper ‘The Grid and the 
Pathway’ and further elaborated in Frampton’s successive studies, the label of 
Cri  cal Regionalism casts a long shadow over the way the Antonakakis’ work 
is perceived up un  l today. This paper aims to shed light on a less-studied part 
of their work: the design of more than 20 polykatoikìa projects for at least 15 
developers in Athens, built between 1960 and 1985. The study of Antonakakis’ 
involvement in the design of the Athenian polykatoikìa, as this paper suggests, 
promises a more nuanced and contextualized cri  cal regionalist historiography, 
by pain  ng a bigger picture regarding not only the architects’ work but also the 
speci  c regional contexts of its produc  on. Although architectural theorists, 
historians, and cri  cs have hailed Antonakakis’ polykatoikìa at Benaki Str. as a 
singular paradigm of Cri  cal Regionalism, the fact that the architects had, in 
part, been developing their dis  nct approach for more than a decade through 
their involvement in the design of several polykatoikìa projects in Athens is li  le 
studied. This also e  ec  vely ques  ons the prevailing to date no  on that the 
Greek modern city is the result of un-planned and spontaneous construc  on, 
as Frampton, among other historians and theorists, seems to suggest.
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 Dimitris Antonakakis |  
 Architect, Atelier 66 | , Atelier 66

 Reference to a violated vocabulary: Streets - crossroads - squares1

Re  ec  ng on the scope of the conference, I thought it might be of interest to 
cri  cally present a series of architectural projects of ours that explore ways of 
u  lizing the experiences gained from our study of the forma  on and the quo  dian 
life of tradi  onal se  lements. These projects are strongly interconnected with the 
nature and the climate of the Mediterranean, thus demonstra  ng our constant 
endeavor to relate to and integrate this wealth of experience into our design, on 
terms and condi  ons that re  ect the requirements of present-day life.

Iden  fying the special elements revealed trough strolling around the narrow 
streets of the Mediterranean se  lements, an endless richness of experiences 
and local elements is found. Despite its great versa  lity, one may interpret 
this inexhaus  ble diversity as a comprehensive set of a  ributes in rela  on to 
light and interplay between the open spaces, the built environment, and the 
materials we use to shape it. 

Among many others, Suzana Antonakaki and I, had been studying these 
typical Mediterranean characteris  cs as early as our  me as students at 
the School of Architecture, Na  onal Technical University of Athens, whose 
comprehension and re-interpreta  on have since become primary concerns in 
our work. Star  ng points for the outdoor public spaces we have designed are 
the streets, the crossroads, and the squares of tradi  onal se  lements, with 
their mul  ple con  gura  ons, while for our buildings are the courtyard, the 
arcade, the atrium, and the roof terrace of vernacular architecture.

We have since sought to establish a link between the above observa  ons 
and the everyday life of these magical places, where the protagonists, apart 
from the people themselves, are the air and the bright Mediterranean sun. 
Hence, since our earliest projects, we strove to introduce the essence of 
the outdoor space and its cons  tuent components into the rather sterile 
architectural programs we were commissioned to study.
This became something included to our general architectural approach 
throughout our professional life and to later projects designed in collabora  on 

1  Presenta  ons delivered in Greek are translated below.
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with a number of excellent colleagues in the context of Atelier 66. The 
Mediterranean elements and the outdoor space cons  tute the fundamental 
characteris  cs of our work, and can be iden   ed in the presented residen  al 
developments, large hotel complexes or university campuses.
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 Emilia Athanassiou |  
 Dr Architect, School of Architecture, Na  onal Technical University of Athens |
   ,   ,   

  The an  -modern labyrinth of a Mediterranean villa: The ‘Golden Age’ of 
Villa Noailles in the interwar period

The habita  on of the Mediterranean coast has shaped over  me the myth of 
the Mediterranean dwelling and its architecture, which includes a wide range 
of formula  ons, from the white vernacular se  lements of the Aegean islands 
or the North-african coast, to the luxurious villas of the Côte d’Azur. In each 
par  cular case, the rela  onship with the landscape and the historical past has 
been decisive, enriching the con  nuous palimpsest of the convergence between 
the peoples and the cultures of the Mediterranean, while consolida  ng the 
rela  onship between modernism and tradi  on in the interwar period. In the 
1920s, a house built in the small town of Hyères on the Côte d’Azur, designed 
by Robert Mallet-Stevens, was to become a place of unexpected convergence 
of people, ideas, and the arts. The winter house of Charles and Marie Laure de 
Noailles was a nouveau château whose architecture, interiors, gardens, and the 
lifestyle of its wealthy owners resonated with the historical past and the ar  s  c 
present, celebra  ng the modernism of abstrac  on and the machine. The paper 
a  empts to highlight the villa as an an  -modernist paradigm, poin  ng out the 
architectural and ideological characteris  cs of an other modernism that, while 
devoid of a social manifesto, was equally revolu  onary and ar  s  cally crea  ve. 
In this sense, the paper highlights the eclec  c a   ni  es between the seemingly 
incompa  ble paths of the French aristocracy and modern art, architecture, and 
garden design, with those of the Marquis de Sade, the surrealist  lmmakers 
and other modernists. Indica  vely, the villa served as an inspira  on for Luis 
Buñuel’s Golden Age,  nanced by the de Noailles, whose screenplay was wri  en 
there in the spring of 1930. The legend of Villa Noailles managed to far exceed 
the expecta  ons of its owners, who in 1923 had envisioned a modern ‘pe  te 
maison dans le Midi...intéressante à habiter’.2

2  Fr. Carassan (ed.), 2001. La Villa Noailles - Une aventure moderne. Paris: Plume - Flammarion, 
p.45: ‘small house in the Midi...interes  ng to live in’.
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 Vassilis Colonas |  
  Architectural Historian, Professor Emeritus, Department of Architecture, 

University of Thessaly |   ,  , 
  ,  

  Tourist facili  es on the shores of the Mediterranean (1950-1975): 
Similari  es and di  erences in their rela  on to landscape and local tradi  on

The paper deals with the hotel facili  es in the North (Spain, Italy, Greece) 
and South (Algeria, Tunisia, Morocco) shores of the Mediterranean and their 
architecture in rela  on to the local tradi  on.
Speci  cally, will be examined similari  es and di  erences in the way tourist 
facili  es are integrated into the landscape (sea or con  nental), con  nui  es 
and discon  nui  es with regard to the previous image of respec  ve typologies 
and their rela  onship with the na  onal and interna  onal architectural 
contemporaneity (post-WWII modernism, colonial architecture, interna  onal 
style).
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  Benjamín Cu  llas-Victoria,1, 2, 3 Anno Hein1 & 
María Milagrosa Ros Sala2

  Ceramics & Composite Materials Research Group, Ins  tute of Nanoscience 
& Nanotechnology, NCSR Demokritos [1]; Grupo de Inves  gación en 
Arqueología (E041-02), Universidad de Murcia [2] & Centre of Excellence in 
Ancient Near Eastern Empires (ANEE), University of Helsinki [3]

  Aegean ideas with Iberian clays: Ionian po  ery imita  ons in the Iberian 
Southeast during the 6th c. BC

During the 1st millennium BC, the Mediterranean Sea became an interconnected 
space in which traders, se  lers, and local communi  es generated rela  onships 
that went beyond economic transac  ons. Cultural, technological, and ar  s  c 
exchanges took place on a daily basis, some  mes re  ec  ng  es that united the 
Eastern and Western Mediterranean coast. In this presenta  on, we deal with 
a material phenomenon from Western Mediterranean, but one that is highly 
representa  ve of the situa  on of the period: the imita  on of Greek po  ery, 
speci  cally Ionian cups, at various autochthonous sites in the southeast of the 
Iberian Peninsula during the  rst half of the 6th c. BC.

The archaeological analysis of some of these ceramics had suggested a local 
or regional origin for some ceramic cups that followed shapes clearly inspired 
by Aegean prototypes. However, the new characteriza  on through non-invasive 
chemical analysis and stylis  c study has allowed us to con  rm the manufacture 
of at least two imita  ons of Ionian cups at Iberian workshops, speci  cally at 
Castellar de Librilla and Peña Negra. The obtained results reveal the intense 
 ow of ideas which crossed to the Mediterranean in such everyday spheres 

as tableware, as well as the degree of specializa  on of the autochthonous 
po  ers and their skills to reproduce these Aegean vessels through their local 
techniques.
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 Nikos Daskalothanasis |  
  Professor, Athens School of Fine Arts | ,    

  The ‘Mediterranean world’ as a poli  cal term in the context of ‘Global 
South’ rhetoric: The example of documenta 15

The conference paper will discuss how the term ‘Mediterranean’ transcends 
its geographical, descrip  ve content and acquires historical and cultural 
connota  ons. The discussion will extend to an explora  on of the way in which 
the ‘Mediterranean’ and the ‘Mediterranean world’ are linked to the broader 
concept of the ‘Global South’ as speci  cally managed by the documenta 
ins  tu  on since the 1990s. The very recent self-censorship of documenta 15 
(2022) in which the ins  tu  on voluntarily withdrew the work of the Taring Padi 
collec  ve en  tled Social Jus  ce, which was on display in Kassel, highlights new 
tensions and contradic  ons. Under these condi  ons, terms that were invented 
to counter the dominant na  onal and colonial discourse seem to be diverted 
within the ‘planetary’ and ‘postcolonial’ environment of our  me towards the 
reproduc  on of conserva  ve stereotypes. The aim of this paper is in any case 
to examine the underlying parameters that charge this chain of neologisms 
with poli  cal meaning especially in the  eld of contemporary art.

  «  »       -
  «  »:    documenta 15
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 Lina Dima |  
  Dr Architect, School of Architecture, Na  onal Technical University of Athens | 

 ,   ,   

 Bernard Rudofsky and the Mediterranean ‘primi  ve way’
Although the Mediterranean possesses variant local quali  es, it cons  tutes, at 
the same  me, a vital milieu for shaping a par  cular architectural language. The 
Austrian architect Bernard Rudofsky (1905-1988) studied –primarily through 
his experience of travelling– the Mediterranean architecture at the crossroads 
of archaeology, tradi  on, and modern architecture. In 1929 he visited Greece 
and stayed on the island of Santorini for several months. In 1931 he completed 
his doctoral thesis under the  tle ‘A primi  ve way of building with concrete in 
the southern Cyclades, together with an a  empt to date it’ at the University 
of Vienna. This presenta  on, using Rudo  sy’s disserta  on as a case study, 
follows the way the archaeological heritage of the Cyclades, the Mediterranean 
architectural tradi  on, and modern architecture intertwine in his thought. 
Rudofsky’s method is mainly based on the direct experience of a place, a 
method that was probably not accepted by the academic jury of his doctoral 
thesis. Each of the three Professors rated Rudofsky’s disserta  on as ‘su   cient’ 
[genügend]. However, this academic recep  on of his research does not 
diminish its value. On the contrary, it demonstrates how experien  al research, 
based on travelling, consists of an alterna  ve way to approach Mediterranean 
architecture. The speci  c landscape, climate, and the ‘primi  ve’ (as Rudofsky 
himself calls the way of building) way of life at the Cyclades highlight the value 
of a Mediterranean way as a perpetual return to the simplicity of a mul  -
layered culture.

 Bernard Rudofsky   «  »  
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 Andreas Doul  s |  
  PhD Candidate in Chris  an and Byzan  ne Archaeology and Art, Na  onal and 

Kapodistrian University of Athens |      
  ,     

  Some cri  cal remarks on contemporary narra  ves about Chris  an religious 
space in the Mediterranean during Late An  quity (4th-6th c.)

The concept of religious space and religious spa  ality in late an  quity has 
now come a long way in academic thought (in Archaeology, History, Byzan  ne 
Studies, Social Anthropology, etc.), star  ng from the understanding of space as 
a framework, to alterna  ve, non-physical spa  ali  es of postmodern literature. 
Interpre  ve diversity as well as the abundance of approaches to the subject 
have led, to a certain degree, to the rela  viza  on of the object, allowing the 
reproduc  on of empirical and literary percep  ons in place of scien   c data, 
thus complica  ng the process of applying theore  cal schemes to material 
evidence. This work denotes a historical period (4th-6th c. AD) of immense 
transi  ons that occur and concern the whole Eastern Roman Empire, reshaping 
both the image and the inhabi  ng experience of the Mediterranean world. This 
presenta  on approaches speci  c characteris  c historical examples, spanning 
the en  rety of the Early Byzan  ne Empire, regarding Chris  an places of worship 
in rela  on with modern-day interpreta  ons, by combining archaeological 
data with published historical and spa  al studies. We are going to present 
brie  y the main archaeological and historical views that are being reproduced 
today in regard to the Late An  quity religious space, in accordance to their 
epistemological and philosophical origins. Subsequently, we will a  empt 
some cri  cal remarks on each modern current of thought respec  vely, and 
 nally argue about the need for uniformity in both the nomenclature and the 

scien   c principles (in both humani  es and social sciences), in order to further 
explore and understand the aspects of spa  al phenomena regarding religion in 
the Mediterranean region during Late An  quity.
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  Maria Farmaki1 & Chris  na oustadami2 |
 1 &  2

  Dr Archaeologist, Ephorate of An  qui  es of Kilkis, Hellenic Ministry of Culture & 
Sports [1] & Archaeologist, Ephorate of An  qui  es of Kilkis, Hellenic Ministry of 
Culture & Sports [2] |  ,   ,  

 &  [1] & ,   , 
  &  [2]

 The dispersion, evolu  on, and spread of the es demon in the Mediterranean
In ancient Egypt the demon Bes was considered the protector of marriage, while 
he was directly related to female grooming, motherhood, and the protec  on of 
married women. This demon is possibly origina  ng from the country of Punt, 
an Ancient Kingdom in the Horn of Africa.
He is mainly depicted in the form of a dwarf with a large head, round eyes, 
prominent cheekbones, an uncombed beard, and a huge tongue, hanging from 
a wide-open mouth. On his head he bears a bundle of ostrich feathers and 
instead of a garment he wears the skin of a leopard or lion, with a tail hanging 
down his back, visible between his open legs. He pretended to beat a drum 
and jump with gaiety and clumsiness, or to brandish knives in a terrible and 
menacing manner. He is open-hearted and warlike at the same  me, a friend 
of dancing as well as  ghts, jester of the gods because he caused mirth with his 
funny grimaces, but also an apotropaic demon as a protector of people from 
evil spirits.

All the above proper  es jus  fy his widespread popularity throughout the 
Mediterranean from the 8th and 7th c. BC up to the Roman period. For example, 
small  gurines of him, usually made of clay or even wood, are found in the 
second half of the 6th c. BC throughout the Greek world. More speci  cally, 
they are found in Macedonia, in mainland Greece, in the islands, in A   ca, in 
the colonies (Sicily-Gela, Hyvlaia Megara), in Southern Italy (Tarantas, Calabria, 
Epizephyrioi Lokri, Akragantas), in North Africa, in Asia Minor (Ephesus, Mylasa), 
and in the Black Sea.

His form evolves over the centuries and adapts to the temperament 
of the peoples who adopt and reproduce it. His spread and course in the 
Mediterranean highlight the communica  on of the Mediterranean peoples 
and the wide cultural network.
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 The mul  ple iden   es of the Aegean Archipelago
The Aegean Archipelago, as a component shaping the character of the Mediter-
ranean, is an endless source of food for thought, regarding issues related to the 
spa  al condi  on of dispersion. 

The Dispersed Urbanity of the Aegean Archipelago was the theme of the 
Greek par  cipa  on4 at the 10th Interna  onal Exhibi  on of Architecture Bien-
nale, in Venice. It was based on the here  cal convic  on of the historian Rug-
giero Romano that the Aegean Archipelago is a city, a view also held in di  er-
ing versions by other historians, and which, from a geo-philosophical aspect, is 
advocated by the philosopher Massimo Cacciari.

The exhibi  on as well as the accompanying catalogue raised ques  ons and 
developed arguments on the urban character of the Aegean Archipelago. The 
s  mulus for the spa  al representa  on of the exhibi  on was the exhilara  ng 
text Ships, we need ships wri  en by the prominent thinker Aggelos Elefan  s. 
The concept was our response to the main theme of the 10th Biennale en  tled 
Ci  es, Architecture and Society directed by Richard Burde   who aimed to ini  -
ate a debate on the idea of the Metapolis.

The curatorial argument of the Greek Par  cipa  on notes that the complex-
ity of Aegean Island life o  ers the contradictory, yet real, example of an aqua  c 
city that demands to be seen as a space of desire because the charm it ex-
erts is not drawn from the reserves of nostalgia but from the durability of the 
model of complex habita  on it introduces. The Aegean cannot be reduced to 
an a  rac  ve but one-dimensional holiday landscape, a privileged resort to be 
enjoyed by the a   uent two-thirds of society. The Aegean is not a picturesque 
prop, or a theme park. It is a real community, a composite vital social structure 
that owes its truth to the contradic  ons that run through it, to the networks 
that connect it, to the mosaic of ci  zens who inhabit it. 

The proposed presenta  on will a  empt to raise ques  ons that will either 

4  The Greek par  cipa  on in the 10th Biennale of Architecture in Venice in 2006 was organized 
by the Hellenic Ministry of Culture and Sports. It was curated by Elias Constantopoulos, Korina 
Filoxenidou, Katerina Kotzia, and Lois Papadopoulos.
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check or challenge the validity of the aforemen  oned argument, bringing it un-
der the light of the recent poli  co-economic situa  ons that con  nuously shape 
the Aegean Archipelago. 
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 Icaria, between the mythological and the geographical
In his 1952 text ‘Desert Islands’, Gilles Deleuze discusses the concept of the 
island as something that is the result of a process of separa  on but at the same 
 me operates as a pure genera  ve force. Islands for Deleuze represent the idea 

of being lost, but also of ‘star  ng from scratch, recrea  ng, beginning anew’. 
They are more mythological than geographical; in fact, they need mythology 
to be understood.

This understanding of the island through separa  on and recrea  on might 
explain why the dreaming of utopian worlds, star  ng with Plato and all the way 
to the 19th c., revolves more o  en than not around islands. The mythological 
aspect might explain further why É  enne Cabet chooses to name his imaginary 
utopia Icaria. And while the prac  cally a-topical Icaria of Cabet was des  ned to 
fail when actualized in the vast territories of America, the actual, Mediterranean 
Icaria might be seen as a realized utopia - at least under the lens of the mythical 
understanding of the island o  ered by Deleuze.

The proposed paper traces the concept of the realized utopia between 
the imaginary and the real, between the mythological and the geographical 
of the Mediterranean island through the example of Icaria, the island, and 
the example of the ‘Voyage en Icarie’, the myth. It compares the two islands, 
analyses the theore  cal background and claims that the Mediterranean island 
is an ‘immemorial and most profound’ generator of myths.
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Palimpsest religious buildings in the Mediterranean in the ‘longue’ and 
‘moyenne durée’

Palimpsest buildings usually denote cultural divergence and yet, strangely 
enough, cultural convergence as well. A building transcending di  erent cultures 
stands s  ll as a sign of the choices consciously or subconsciously made by the 
people who were the bearers of those cultures. Some cases of buildings from 
the broader Mediterranean region and their interpreta  on reveal religious and 
cultural trends that prevailed for centuries in the pre-industrial era. Hence, 
palimpsest buildings can be tokens of the ‘longue’ and ‘moyenne’ durée as 
well as of the choices of speci  c personali  es that at a certain turn of events 
decided for maintenance instead of demoli  on. 

The church of St. Sophia, St. Nicholas, and the Taxiarchs in Mokista, 
Aetoloakarnania, the church of Panayia Gorgoepekoos /Agios Ele  herios / 
Temple of Eileithyia in Athens, the church and mosque of St. Nicholas in Chania, 
the Ummayad Mosque in Damascus, and the Great Mosque of Cordoba are 
examples of religious architecture that reveal historic trends towards the holy 
and people’s need for diachronic faith. Incorpora  ng the past guarantees the 
present and future in a collec  ve subconscious where fear and reverence go 
hand in hand. 

The paper examines the condi  ons under the crea  on of the di  erent 
phases of these (and other) palimpsest buildings; it also examines how the 
above-men  oned trends are evident throughout the Mediterranean and, with 
the proper heritage interpreta  on, can tell us a lot about the func  on of religion 
and art through centuries of cultural overlaps and popula  on shi  s. Regardless 
of prac  cal reasons, preserva  on, and enhancement of older religious and 
ar  s  c landmarks with the stamp of a new religion goes back to a primordial 
need of people for heavenly existence and its manifesta  on on earth.
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The journey to the colony of U-chronia
The examina  on of contemporary colonial policies in architecture and urban 
planning has been a dynamically emerging  eld of research on historical 
iden  ty and built heritage over the last twenty years. The study of the theory 
and design paradigm  owing to and from the overseas territories of the old 
empires in the  rst decades of the 20th c. (France in North Africa or the Middle 
East, Italy in Libya or the Dodecanese, etc.) highlights the connec  on between 
the horizontal rhetoric of European modernism and the emergence of tourism 
in the Mediterranean. In these colonies, the conscious e  ort to create new 
a  rac  ve iden   es –with an emphasis on intelligible local idioms– contributed 
to the forma  on of complex architectural and urban hybrids, where historical 
forms and types coexisted with contemporary typologies and geometric 
archetypes, making these places important hubs for the establishment of 
modernism.

Linked to Venizelist policies and the IV CIAM, Greek interwar modernism 
has been examined in the literature through the prism of the moderniza  on of 
metropolitan Europe. It seems, however, that in the 1930s, the emancipa  on 
from archetypal technocracy and the preoccupa  on with the idiosyncra  c 
par  culari  es of the Greek hinterland (the island castle towns, the villages, 
the churches, the monasteries, the platanus, and cypress trees, the domes 
and the squares) did not compete with the consolida  on of modernism. On 
the contrary, it elaborated models of coexistence, geometric interdependence, 
and morphological convergence, making Greek tourism the dominant  eld of 
contemporary urbanism and architecture. At that  me, the preserva  on and 
promo  on of the Greek ‘exo  c element’, by analogy with the preserva  on of 
the ‘exo  cism of the Arab element’, laid the founda  ons for a hybrid modern 
and simultaneously Greek touris  c iden  ty. This study will a  empt to shed 
light on the various aspects of the link between Greek heritage and French 
colonial policies for architecture and urbanism, as explicitly ar  culated by the 
editor of the magazine Le Voyage en Grèce, H. Ioannides, through the texts and 
pictorial choices of its latest volume.
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Islands as natural landmarks for prehistoric sailors in the Aegean: Some 
thoughts from the isle of Dia

Geographical parameters are basic components of spaces, material and 
symbolic, when par  cular features of landscapes –such as the shape and volume 
of mountains and hills, capes and peninsulas) or the color and composi  on of 
their geology– become integral parts of their iden  ty. They produce, thus, and 
transmit informa  on, leading us to signi  cant percep  ons of place and over 
 me become enduring elements in collec  ve human ways of communica  ng. 

Was it that islands and especially, perhaps, small ones, as free-standing pieces 
of land in the sea, were vital markers for prehistoric sailors and the narra  ves 
about their routes and des  na  ons in the Aegean - whether by themselves or 
combined with other natural marks on other islands or a mainland? Following 
previous observa  ons of ours on insular worlds, we will discuss here this 
possibility, in an e  ort to formulate some relevant thoughts, which begin with 
Dia, the isle o   Herakleion (Crete), and are ‘tested’ in their Cretan and wider 
Aegean and Mediterranean se   ngs.
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Aspects of vernacular architecture in the Aegean
First, this paper examines the growing interest in non-formal/non-academic 
architecture. For the purposes of this inves  ga  on, further re  ning the term 
‘vernacular architecture’ by means of appropriate adjec  ves proves to be very 
useful. This is to say, the use of the term ‘anonymous architecture’ is problema  c: 
more systema  c research into buildings assumed to be anonymous uncovers 
onymous authors or at least the fundamental quali  es of a demanding building 
tradi  on. Finally, there is a sort of ‘folk architecture’ devia  ng from vernacular.
As a rule, every island in the Cyclades boasted a single major se  lement, in 
which, besides the churches, only the mansion houses were plastered. In 
addi  on, several smaller, unfor   ed se  lements featured very few mansions, 
also plastered, while hundreds or thousands of small buildings-dwellings, 
sca  ered all around for the purpose of working the land, were invariably 
built in the local stone without plaster and therefore hardly visible. Earlier 
wall coa  ngs were rough-textured and would turn pale yellowish with age. 
However, early in the 20th c., new wall coa  ngs and whitewashes came to be 
applied to churches and to a few houses located within the se  lements. It was 
precisely at this juncture that cultured foreign travellers, especially painters, 
photographers, and architects who had become impressed by the random but 
pleasing arrangement of the building volumes and their interplay with light 
and shadow, drew super  cial parallels between the whole sight and concepts 
associated with modern architecture. In the last decades of the 20th c., the 
rapid growth of tourism and the corresponding a   uence were accompanied 
by a similarly rapid increase in the number of buildings constructed around the 
se  lements and throughout the en  re island, almost universally rendered in 
perfectly smooth, white, exterior wall coa  ngs. In this manner, many fascina  ng 
landscapes were ruined. Finishing the houses built outside the se  lements in a 
manner that is in keeping with the nuances of the landscape is proposed here 
as a counteract to at least the aesthe  c damage.

This inevitably selec  ve inves  ga  on of aspects of tradi  onal Mediterranean 
architecture in Greece concludes with a more general observa  on on the 
spread of the two main types of roof design: pitched roof or  at roof.
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The Mediterranean rural house as found and as re-imagined
The theore  cal interest of architects in Mediterranean vernacular architecture 
evolved, in the early decades of the 20th c., into a countermovement which 
resisted the prevailing modern movement in Europe and explored intersec  ons 
between tradi  on and concepts of modernity. Such interest was sustained 
by travel, by non-mediated experiences of ar  facts and se  lements in their 
original cultural and physical se   ng. Through onsite research, modernist 
architects cast a par  cular a  en  on on the rural house of the Mediterranean 
Archipelago, registering their  ndings through a broad range of media, such 
as relief drawings, photographs, etchings, sketches, and text. From within a 
period that had come to iden  fy modernity with technological advances and 
the aesthe  c of the machine, the close study of the Mediterranean house –
of whitewashed, unornamented, austere volumes– mediated the search 
for a more humane approach to the design of the built environment. As the 
rela  on between building and the character of the place would become a 
growing concern for design in the second half of the 20th c., the architectural 
fascina  on for the tradi  onal house of insular Mediterranean, in its various 
manifesta  ons, would con  nue unabated across Europe, focusing on the 
rapport between building and landscape, space and use, ma  er and form, 
inside and outside. This paper explores how travel has o  ered new standpoints 
from which to contemplate the architectural project, its inherent processes, 
prac  ces, and tools. It aims to discuss the evoca  ve meaning of Mediterranean 
vernacular architecture, with an emphasis on the rural house, as this has 
registered in the travel studies and in the work of modernist traveler architects. 
Interweaving di  erent case studies, it explores how such studies have served 
as a vehicle for the re-conceptualiza  on of the dichotomy between built and 
natural environments, thereby in  uencing novel expressive, perceptual, and 
spa  al de  ni  ons.
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Dare Terra - Representa  onal signi  cance and growth for Mediterranean 
ci  es

This paper gives voice to ‘earth’ (dare terra = giving earth), seeking to create 
a representa  onal interpreta  on (through original images) of semiological 
rela  onships between the Mediterranean geography and its corresponding city. 
This construc  onal representa  on lies in the development of mental maps and 
the building of rela  onships between places and images, u  lizing ‘memory’, 
‘memorable images’, ‘imagina  on’, ‘emo  on’, and ‘desire’, which further 
enclave keywords of ‘geography’ and ‘urban biography’. The means of this 
representa  onal expression is based on a scholarly approach to studying urban 
Mediterranean signi  cance and growth through its morphological landscape. 
The paper is based on the hypothesis of the ground as an unconscious design 
mechanism of a phenomenological reference point that provides semiological 
clues to design the Mediterranean ci  es. Seeking to  nd interpre  ve guidelines 
and symbolic intermediators of the Mediterranean town according to its linkage 
with its corresponding ground/soil, mental maps are created in rela  on to their 
symbiosis with water, wind, light, scents, and other atmospheric components, 
fragmented or not. These types of composi  ons are inevitably linked to the 
prac  cal outcomes of heritage classi  ca  on, studying the cross-cultural shi   
from large-scale to smaller-scale, and vice versa. 

The concept of Dare Terra brings up several views on the embodiment 
of landscape reference to the architectural design of urban space and its 
corresponding heritage. However, complex this issue may seem, there have 
been insigh  ul contribu  ons that enlighten the ques  on of form and spa  al 
representa  onal di  erences, providing clues on the semiology of dwelling 
and the various rela  onships between the users and the land of habita  on. 
Such authors include Ernst Cassirer on spa  al perspec  ve and symbolic forms 
(1923, 1925, 1929), Alexander Tzonis and Liane Lefaivre on dwelling within the 
womb of Mother Earth (1975), Rudolf Arnheim on form dynamics and visual 
percep  on (1977), and Franco Purini on morphema concepts and projects 
(2000) - to name a few. 
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Early intellectual innova  ons converging in an ancient Mediterranean arc: 
Geographical imagina  ons from Homer to Hypa  a

Research on the emergence of European ‘geographical imagina  ons’ has 
brought us to ci  es and islands converging on the Eastern Mediterranean 
coasts a  er the 8th c. BC. Mapping places of ac  vity, intellectual and 
scien   c breakthroughs of ancient cosmologists, astronomers, geographers, 
explorers, discoverers, and philosophers, reveals interes  ng pa  erns of spa  al 
convergence, and then, diachronic divergence. Innova  ve thought and prac  ce 
have moved from shore to shore of the Mediterranean over centuries during 
an  quity. The places of origin of presocra  c Greeks cluster on the Eastern 
Aegean islands and Asia Minor coasts. Geography awakened in Melitus, in 
harmony and conversa  on with the animis  c way of interpre  ng the world and 
matured in the Aegean islands. A  er 500 BC, however, the map opens up as 
the birthplaces of celebrated  gures, who illuminated European epistemology 
and geographical thought, sca  er to Magna Grecia with explora  ons and 
innova  ons, moving in space as well as intellectually: westward beyond 
Massalia (Marseille) and eastward towards Hellenic colonies up to the depths 
of Asia Minor. In tracing the process in a research project that priori  zes space 
over  me, i.e., places of origin of cosmologists-philosophers-geographers 
rather than the customary historical periodiza  on, we have found something 
similar with today’s ‘na  onal schools’: wisdom about the earth and the 
universe was passed on among genera  ons in space, from Eastern to Western 
Hellenic colonies where, remarkably, most geographers, cosmologists, earth 
scien  sts, as well as travelers and explorers lived and worked. By contrast, 
the mainland known city-states of an  quity nurtured philosophers and hardly 
any intellectuals who contributed to knowledge about the earth, the diversity 
of its peoples, epistemologies, and ontologies about the world. An a  empt 
at interpreta  on of these clusterings will be elaborated and traced un  l the 
point when Chris  anity grew into a regressive force against both paganism and 
science.
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The Cycladic landscape and the necessity of aesthe  c theory revisions: The 
case of Mykonos

As part of early Aegean i  neraries, Mykonos was deemed beau  ful by writers, 
modern architects, and travel books, local and foreign alike, long before it 
became a famous tourist des  na  on, a global lifestyle mecca. Many even 
argued that the vernacular, all-white Mykonos Chora is the most beau  ful 
town of the Cycladic Archipelago. The church of Parapor  ani, a supreme 
symbol of the island located in the Chora, inspired Le Corbusier’s de  ni  on of 
architecture as ‘the masterly, correct, and magni  cent play of masses brought 
together in light’. In his turn, Aris Konstan  nidis was dazzled by the interac  on 
of vernacular architecture with nature as a quasi-expression of the sublime.

Archaeology, both prehistoric and classical, started exploring Cycladic culture 
and the an  qui  es of neighboring Delos respec  vely since late 19th c. Yet, 
paradoxically, despite travel, literary, archaeological, architectural, and ar  s  c 
a  en  on, this Aegean, inspira  onal vernacular kallos (beauty) did not mo  vate 
aesthe  c theorists. This applies not only to 18th and 19th c. philosophers like 
Kant and Hegel, who could not an  cipate the full spectrum of the subsequent 
fascina  on of the Cycladic Archipelago, but also to 20th c. philosophers like 
Adorno. 

Further, terms such as naivety and primi  vism suggested by theorists of 
vernacular architecture like Rapoport or Rudofsky are, as is argued, essen  ally 
inadequate for the aesthe  c analysis of Aegean vernacular se  lements and 
natural landscapes. It is proposed instead that long centuries of Aegean 
culture have produced a sophis  cated aesthe  c experience, the joint outcome 
of a number of important parameters reckoned here. More speci  cally, this 
presenta  on addresses the aesthe  cs of popular Aegean architecture as a 
vernacular and yet re  ned experience which can poten  ally ins  ll valuable 
lessons, not just aesthe  c, but also socially relevant and environmental.
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Macro and micro-narra  ves in Euro-Mediterranean ar  s  c and cultural 
interac  ons

The essence of the mul  ple metaphors around the Mediterranean o  en 
revolves around the ideas of a crossroads and bridge between cultures 
and people, as a result of a cross-fer  liza  on of ideas and images and as ‘a 
mediator and boundary, as zone of transi  on and agent of comparison and 
di  eren  a  on’.6 Crea  vity, arts and culture have been at the heart of the 
Mediterranean narra  ves.

Crea  ng the ‘spaces’ to establish links with the di  erent dimensions of 
society, ques  on the public space and cooperate, exchange, and co-create 
in the cultural and ar  s  c  eld in and around the Mediterranean has been 
an e  ort of various ins  tu  ons and non-governmental actors during the last 
decades, especially following the Barcelona Process that established the Euro-
Mediterranean partnership. 

In our paper, we review the ‘makers and shakers’ that facilitate the 
contemporary ar  s  c interac  ons across the two sides of the Mediterranean. 
While postmodern re  ec  ons focus on the macro-narra  ves that also 
serve poli  cal interests, we look par  cularly into a constella  on of micro-
projects, micro-formats, and micro-networks. We claim that it is within such 
micro-narra  ves that the Mediterranean acquires its meaning in its diverse, 
heterogeneous, rich, and inspiring micro-reali  es. 

Our paper is the result of a more than 10 years inquiry in Euro-Mediterranean 
cultural rela  ons and coopera  on that was also at the core of the PhD thesis of 
both authors. Though interviews with ins  tu  onal actors, ar  sts, and cultural 
operators we sketch the contemporary  ows of ar  s  c interac  ons that de  ne 
the Mediterranean, the ar  s  c processes that are being enhanced by ar  s  c 
mobility opportuni  es and collabora  on projects as well as the limita  ons of 
such processes.

6  P. Horden & N. Purcell, 2000. The Corrup  ng Sea. A study of Mediterranean history. Oxford: 
Blackwell, p.460.
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Sebas  an Marshall
PhD Candidate, Faculty of Classics & Department of History of Art, University of 
Cambridge

‘Savage, yet classic, picturesqueness’: Visions of Greek woodland in 
Victorian illustrated travelogues

Many na  ons draw on ancient history for the cultural meaning of their 
landscapes, but few have such a deep-seated and overbearing rela  onship 
with their past as Greece. In a potent triangula  on of environment, memory, 
and ar  s  c prac  ce –as scholars like Veronica della Dora have argued– the 
Greek landscape itself has long been envisioned as an ar  fact. Although many 
studies have explored how travelers from 19th c. imperial powers denigrated 
Greece for failing to reach benchmarks of European modernity and the puta  ve 
heights of its ancient heritage, rela  vely few have focused on how Greece’s 
natural environment tallied with foreign visitors’ preconcep  ons. By comparing 
illustrated travel publica  ons by Edward Lear and William Linton, two Bri  sh 
ar  sts who visited Greece in the mid-19th c., this study shi  s the focus from 
archaeological heritage to ecological elements of Greece’s landscapes - 
speci  cally their interest in trees and forests. For Lear and Linton, Greece’s 
environment was just as iconic as its ancient history; ecology, and geology 
condi  oned their views on archaeology as well as vice versa. On the one hand, 
encountering dry phrygana ecoregions and mountain soil erosion frustrated 
their picturesque preconcep  ons of Greece as a well-forested Arcadia. On the 
other hand, journal entries and engraved reproduc  ons of the pair’s sketches 
reveal how historical meanings of Greece’s landscapes were s  mulated and 
supplemented by experiences of its environment. Art historians have long 
shown how foreign ar  sts’ vision of Greece was condi  oned by canonical 
painters like Poussin and Salvator Rosa and aesthe  c, but even the maligned 
prac  ce of ‘picturesque sketching’ required close observa  on of environmental 
features. Rather than taking the work of these Victorian painters as nostalgic 
documents of Greece before mass tourism and overdevelopment, this paper 
explores the longevity of tropes for idealizing and depreca  ng its landscape, 
and re  ects on ways of looking that see through both.
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Nikos Merousis |  
Dr Archaeologist, Independent researcher |  ,  

Representa  ons of island spaces during the 17th c.: Cycladic landscapes in 
Francesco Lupazzolo’s manuscript (1638)

In the Philip P. Argen  s’ collec  on located in the ‘Korais’ Public Historical Library 
of Chios is kept a manuscript –discovered by the author in 2013– signed by 
Francesco Lupazzolo with the date 1638. The author of the manuscript, ini  ally 
an informer of La Serenissima and the Propaganda Fide and later consul of 
Venice in Smyrna (from 1670 un  l his death in 1702), records a wealth of data 
from his tour in the Cyclades during the summer of 1638. Star  ng from the island 
of Chios, where he had resided since 1623, Lupazzolo traveled to the Cyclades 
in order to gather informa  on on naviga  on,  economy, administra  on, spa  al 
organiza  on, customs, and a   tudes of the inhabitants, especially the Catholic 
minori  es. Based on these data, he composed a panorama through which the 
situa  on that prevailed in the so-called Archipelago in the  rst half of the 17th 
c. is re  ected. The Lupazzolo’s manuscript, which is probably a report (rela  on) 
to the Propaganda Fide, is framed by a series of drawings which visually support 
t he text. In my presenta  on, I will comment extensively on these drawings –
mainly maps and topographies– through which valuable evidence is recorded 
about the history of the Cyclades and their cultural landscapes in a transi  onal 
phase, when the Aegean is gradually dominated by the O  omans, while the 
Vene  an presence is declining.

      17o .:    
    Francesco Lupazzolo (1638)

     ‘ ’    
   .  –    2013–  
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Konstan  nos Morai  s
Professor Emeritus, School of Architecture, Na  onal Technical University of 
Athens

A pilgrimage to the Mediterranean: Landscapes and sea-scapes of cultural, 
poli  cal, and ero  c references

In early 19th c. Childe Harold, personifying roman  c poet George Gordon 
Byron, a  empted his literal pilgrimage to a number of countries circumscribing 
Mediterranean Sea. His retrogressive contempla  ve visit, correlated to the 
an  c past of the Mediterranean and the cultural demands of Europe and 
the Western World, was not limited to aesthe  c and ar  s  c associa  ons. 
Byron’s poli  cal involvement may present an even more important mnemonic 
orienta  on, in reference to the poli  cal paradigms of Hellenic and Roman 
an  quity. Prior to, describing its poli  cal disappointment in Saint-Ours’ 
depic  on of the ‘Earthquake in Ancient Greece’ or in Gerricault’s cannibalis  c 
‘Ra   of Medusa’, Western imagery had glori  ed ‘The Oath of Hora  i’ as a 
promise of the Western democra  c poli  cal future. Even earlier, Nicolas Poussin 
in  ltrated in his Arcadian descrip  on the symbolic admira  on for the Hellenic 
emblema  c landscape. Nevertheless, what seems to be even more important 
for the Mediterranean history is probably not the earthly consistency of the 
surrounding countries; but the historical ‘naviga  on’ in the con  nuity of the 
inscribed sea-scape. In ‘Canto the Third’ of his Don Juan poem, the same poet, 
Byron, dedicated his verses to ‘The Isles of Greece’, ‘where burning Sappho 
loved and sung’. There the ‘arts of peace’ grew; ancient art, literature, and 
poetry appeared, together with the ero  c appeal of Sappho, Orpheus, or 
Daphnis and Chloe. However, the sea-scape of Greece was also correlated to the 
‘arts of war’, to ‘Marathon’ that ‘looks on the sea’, or to the ‘sea-born Salamis’. 
In reference to them the neoteric intellectual ‘could not deem’ himself ‘a slave’.

It is in the previous context that contemporary mnemonic pilgrimage 
to the Mediterranean landscape and sea-scape, to the Hellenic part of the 
Mediterranean in par  cular, could be correlated to the totality of the ethical 
references, to cultural, poli  cal, and ero  c references; to the forma  on of arts, 
to poli  cal aspira  ons, and the s  ll demanded freedom of the body.
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Dionysis Mourelatos |  
Dr, Adjunct Lecturer, Hellenic Open University | , ,   

The percep  on of Byzan  um at the end of the 19th and the beginning of 
the 20th c.

Byzan  ne art is perceived di  erently in Greece and Russia (both Orthodox 
countries, where it is part of their own heritage) compared to the other 
western countries, where Byzan  ne art was ‘discovered’ during the 19th to 
20th c. The protec  on of Byzan  ne monuments in Greece began late in the 
19th c., especially because of the ini  a  ves of George Lampakis and of the 
Chris  an Archaeological Society. For George Lampakis, ‘Byzan  ne’ art is only 
a part of a wider period of ‘Chris  an’ art that lasted up to his era. At the same 
 me though ‘Byzan  ne’ icons became part of art collec  ons,  rst in Russia and 

later in Greece. Both countries invented their own ‘Byzan  ne’ past; collectors 
and intellectuals from both countries were pioneers in the promo  on of 
the Byzan  ne heritage. Nevertheless, the removal of these items from their 
natural posi  ons inside the churches and their incorpora  on into museums 
and collec  ons as historical exhibits suggests a change in the percep  on in the 
Orthodox countries too, one obviously in  uenced by the ‘western’ percep  on 
and behavior. In this paper we will present the process of this di  eren  a  on of 
the percep  on of Byzan  ne art.
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Dimitrios Mouta  dis1 & Spiros Papadimitriou2

Architect, Independent researcher [1] & Assistant Professor in Architectural 
Design and Digital Medium, Department A: Architectural Design and Visual 
Arts, School of Architecture, Faculty of Engineering, Aristotle University of 
Thessaloniki [2]

Media  ons, scales, worlds: Transcendent places of the Nymphs in Greek 
and Mediterranean regions

Central theme of the present research is the iden   ca  on of the media  ng 
processes, through which caves of the Greek and Mediterranean regions 
emerge as places of transcendent communica  on between Nymphs and 
suppliants. The focal point of the research turns away from the study of cave 
shrines, suppliants, and vo  ve o  erings as beings with stable iden   es, as 
they are represented in various disciplinary  elds (archaeology, geography, art 
history, architecture), and is oriented to the inves  ga  on of their media  ons 
and entanglements: from the rituals, the o  ering gestures, and the agency of 
the vo  ve o  erings to the geological deep-  me history of the caves. By these 
media  ons are constructed scales through which rela  ons and iden   es 
emerge. We will a  empt to make a cri  cal cut in the conceptualiza  on of scale 
as a univocal spa  al concept related to human as the unique referent of it, 
and we will structure a reason around the human-scale-space interrela  ons, 
in the light of their in-between media  ons, as the main agents of construc  ng 
their iden   es and di  erences and ul  mately, as the agents of construc  ng 
the transcendent places. Through this rela  onal ontology human beings 
are re-conceptualized from unique agents of all ac  ons to ‘  eshes’ under 
forma  on and constantly in rela  on to other beings; under a  uid alterna  on 
between foreground/ background, presence/ absence, human corporeality/ 
representa  ve corporeality expressed through vo  ve o  erings. The la  er as 
mediums of hetero-representa  on of the dedicators and preserving mediums 
of their presence inside the cave shrines diachronically exceeding the 
temporali  es of their corporeal life. We will approach these emerging sites as 
mul  plici  es of transcendent media  ons among di  erent world orders with 
cri  cal references to the thought of Alain Badiou and Gilles Deleuze. On the 
one hand, the world of humans (suppliants) and on the other hand the worlds 
of non-human agencies (ar  facts, dei  es, geological history). Finally, we will 
a  empt to dis  nguish the media  ons among these worlds as the star  ng 
points of their emergence.
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Andromachi Nastou & Susanne Metaxas | 
  &  

Dr Archaeologists, Ephorate of An  qui  es of Arcadia, Hellenic Ministry of 
Culture & Sports |  ,   ,  

 & 
Karytaina: Transforma  ons of the urban fabric and reforma  on of the 
iden  ty of a mountainous Mediterranean community7

This paper examines the residen  al physiognomy of Karytaina, a mountainous 
se  lement in the hinterland of the Peloponnese (Arcadia), where a Frankish castle 
dominates the landscape as a las  ng trace which connects the area in reminiscence.

The archaeological and historical record of the residen  al phases of the 
se  lement over  me indicates the con  nuous re-selec  on of this site by 
various inhabitants. The strategic loca  on of the se  lement on the edges of 
a steep hill can poten  ally be suggested as a primary factor in the constant 
selec  on of the se  lement by the dominant groups (Byzan  nes, Franks, 
Vene  ans, O  omans, and Greeks), that occupied the area over  me a  er war 
con  icts which took place in the Mediterranean between the 13th and 19th c. 
Karytaina, however, apart from being a ‘fortress’, was a place of residence, a 
center of administra  on, produc  on, and distribu  on of products and ideas, a 
place of coexistence of di  erent cultural and religious groups, which over  me 
developed into a mul  cultural community. At the same  me, the se  lement 
developed a large number of hybrid func  ons with alterna  ng phases of 
development and underdevelopment in the context of the coexistence, con  ict 
or interac  on of the three great civiliza  ons of the medieval Mediterranean: 
Byzan  ne, Western, O  oman.

The main aim of the paper is to outline the long-term habita  on and 
development of the se  lement through the recording of architectural remains, 
archaeological data, and spa  al development models, as the above are re  ected 
in primary and secondary sources and highlight Karytaina as a se  lement with a 

7  This paper is the result of extensive bibliographic research and recording of archaeological and 
historical data carried out by the signatories, in the context of the documenta  on of the architectural 
phases of Karytaina’s castle and the authorship of informa  onal texts (signs, brochures, digital tour) 
within the current sub-project ‘Archaeological research and  eld work for the accessibility of the 
Acropolis’ by the Ephorate of An  qui  es of Arcadia of the project ‘Restora  on - Consolida  on of the 
Gate and part of the Walls of the Castle of Karytaina in Arcadia’ (ESPA 2014-2020) by the Directorate 
for the Restora  on of Byzan  ne and Post-byzan  ne Monuments, HMCS.
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long cultural biography, which was formed cumula  vely or synthe  cally through the 
coexistence of inhabitants with di  erent ethnic, religious, and cultural backgrounds.
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Mirka Palioura |  
Assistant Professor in Art History, History Department, Ionian University | 

    ,  ,  

The landscape approach of the Greek space in Flora Graeca
Describing and cataloguing Greek  ora by John Sibthorp (1758-1796), Professor 
of Botany at the University of Oxford, during two expedi  ons to the Eastern 
Mediterranean and the Greek area at the end of the 18th c. (1784-1787 & 
1794) resulted in Flora Graeca (1806-1840), a monumental edi  on. 
This  tanic work was completed with the help of the Austrian painter Ferdinand 
Bauer (1760-1826), an excellent painter of plants, who received  eld drawings 
and took notes on the plants’ colors through an improvised color code in order 
to use it for the exact colors rending. The excellent quality result of the edi  on 
is also a rare visual delight.

In addi  on to the 966 species of plants, Bauer also depicted 300 species 
of fauna and spontaneously painted views of the places and ci  es he visited. 
Bauer’s  eldwork resulted in a corpus of landscape pain  ngs, some numbered 
and signed, that not only documents the expedi  on’s route but also highlights 
places that gained travel interest from the 19th c.

In this context, the landscape rendering of the Greek space is of par  cular 
interest. Although it is part of the travel pictorial tradi  on, it moves away from 
the widespread archaeological approach, largely ignores the anthropogenic 
environment and insists on spa  al representa  ons that render the natural and 
built space in a single way.

The paper will examine these representa  ons within the broader ar  s  c and 
cultural environment of the  me searching for con  nui  es and discon  nui  es, 
convergences and divergences.

       Flora Graeca
       John Sibthorp (1758-1796), 

     ,    
           
 18  . (1784-1787 & 1794)       Flora 

Graeca (1806-1840). 
          

 Ferdinand Bauer (1760-1826),   ,   
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Carolina Palumbo
PhD Candidate, Università degli Studi di Salerno

Rediscovering Neoclassicism: The role of ancient art in the work of 
Giuseppe Damiani Almeyda and Vincenzo Loria

The Damiani Archive in Palermo preserves a documentary heritage of primary 
importance in the  eld of studies on Pompeii, Herculaneum, and Capua. 
It contains the en  re produc  on of one of the most important architects in 
Southern Italy, Giuseppe Damiani Almeyda (Capua, 1834 - Palermo, 1911). 
In the sphere of architectural decora  ons, his produc  on was inspired by 
the discovery of polychromies applied to ancient sculpture and architecture, 
crea  ng a mixture of ancient work and contemporary art through the innova  ve 
use of materials such as iron and other metals. 

Damiani Almeyda developed a three-volume publishing project en  tled 
Is  tuzioni Ornamentali sull’An  co e sul Vero, a compendium of art and design 
with subjects taken from the Real and the Ancient. Only the  rst was published 
(1890), consis  ng of sixty lithographs in folio. Many other illustra  ons, with their 
preparatory studies and accompanying fact sheets, were never published. To 
produce the lithographs, Damiani Almeyda began a close collabora  on with the 
watercolorist Vincenzo Loria (Salerno, 1849 - La Spezia, 1939), who had already 
been involved in research and documenta  on campaigns at Herculaneum, 
Stabia, and Paestum. The analysis of these plates yields an informa  ve poten  al 
of considerable importance. First, the evidence coordinated by the architect 
and the painter allows us to reconstruct the original polychromy of the ar  facts 
and architectural members found in Pompeii since 1748. Moreover, the in-
depth study of ancient architectural structures le   a tangible mark on modern 
architecture in Southern Italy. The exis  ng literature, if re-read on a thema  c 
basis, shows an exclusive focus on the in  uences of ancient art on modern 
art, but not the opposite. We therefore propose a new understanding of the 
works of Damiani Almeyda and Loria as scholars, who have le   a legacy of 
fundamental importance useful both for the reconstruc  on of ar  facts and for 
the de  ni  on of a cultural current.
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Eleonora Pappalardo
Associate Professor, Department of Educa  onal Sciences, University of Catania

Images as media in 1st millennium Mediterranean
In recent years, thanks to an evidently growing awareness of the connec  vity 
generated by the Mediterranean Sea, the old opposi  on between East and 
West is  nally breaking down and the lines of in  uence are being more closely 
and analy  cally scru  nized. A much more complex picture of cross-cultural 
interac  ons emerged. Speci  c studies are devoted to many diverse items 
spread in the Mediterranean basin circula  ng through di  erent networks of 
interac  ons, and each one likely produced varied long-term cultural e  ects, 
more or less evident in the analysis of the archaeological record. 

So, a growing interest on trade routes and on exchange systems involved 
Iron Age Mediterranean,  anking the previous one focused on Bronze Age 
period. As a consequence, a new form of ‘Mediterranean Archaeology’ was 
born, involving scholars specialized on di  erent research domains. In about 
  y years, the approach to the study of Near Eastern elements in Crete 

and, in general, in Greece, varied mostly as a consequence of the adop  on 
of new analysis systems and models o  ered by theore  cal archaeology and 
anthropology. In this paper, the role of the Eastern images in Iron Age Crete 
will be inves  gated, with the aim to reconstruct their original value and shi  ing 
meaning in the new context.
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Eleanor Senglaub
Independent researcher, New York University

Museums’ re-de  ning of the Italian Renaissance’s eurocentric narra  ves: 
Art and exchange during the 14th and 15th c.

For the past twenty-  ve years, scholarship on Italian Renaissance art has 
looked to transcend the movement’s previous Vasarian boundaries by 
highligh  ng Byzan  um’s and the O  oman Empire’s cultural connec  ons to the 
region.9 Despite seeing academia’s progress in incorpora  ng more globalized 
narra  ves into art historical analysis, complex rela  ons between the academic 
 eld of art history, and professional  eld of museology have prevented a wider 

dissemina  on of this perspec  ve. American museums such as the Metropolitan 
Museum of Art publish academic ar  cles and catalogues, in conjunc  on with 
hos  ng temporary exhibi  ons, to depict how works in these spaces are not just 
transported but transformed by their reloca  on and presenta  on.10 However, 
corresponding permanent collec  ons visually lack such context. A  er visi  ng 
major museums and academic ins  tu  ons across the American east coast, this 
paper compares visual representa  ons of Italian Renaissance art to current 
narra  ves emerging in academic wri  ng. The research concludes that the 
general public’s lack of easy, a  ordable access to academic scholarship, which 
has led to the subsequent lingering misconcep  on of the Italian Renaissance as 
an insular Western phenomenon, could be counteracted if current theore  cal 
& prac  cal disconnec  ons between art history and museology11 were resolved.

9  A. Lymberopoulou, 2018. Cross-Cultural Interac  on Between Byzan  um and the West, 1204-
1669: Whose Mediterranean Is It Anyway? New York: Routledge, p.2.
10  D. Preziosi, 2010. ‘Art History and Museology: Rendering the Visible Legible’, in A Companion 
to Museum Studies. Malden: Blackwell Publishing, p.50.
11  Ibid, p.51.
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Konstan  nos Soueref |  
Dr Archaeologist, Emeritus Ephor of An  qui  es, Hellenic Ministry of Culture and 
Sports |  ,   ,   

 

Anthropogeographical dimensions in the Heptanesian literature of the 
late 19th and early 20th c.: The case of Konstan  nos M. Theotokis

K.M. Theotokis (1872-1923) –a descendant of a noble family originally hailing 
from Constan  nople with property in northwestern Corfu, in the village of 
Karoussades, which he later renounced– studied physics, mathema  cs, and 
philosophy in Paris, Venice, Graz, and Munich. Back in Greece, he experienced 
the troubled years of 1897, the struggles of demo  c supporters, the  rst world 
war, and the beginning of the interwar period. I suggest that Theotokis bridged, 
in his mainly prose work, idealism with realism, as well as Nietzsche with Marx. I 
strongly believe th at he combined his origin and the historical and social reality 
of his  mes with emo  on, thus forming a structured, simple, and meaningful 
wri  ng. He composed tragic situa  ons, consequence of obscuran  sm and 
injus  ce, inspired by the people who lived in the countryside and towns of 
Corfu.

Theotokis enriched with anthropo-geographic elements the Heptanesian 
School of Literature, originally introduced by Dionysios Solomos. I believe that 
Theotokis marks a substan  al transi  on from the enlightenment, classicism, 
and roman  cism to social realism, which he cul  vated in an unfana  c 
way. Theotokis deviated from the ethnography of Vizyinos, Papadiaman  s, 
and Karkavitsas, while moving, alongside Konstan  nos Hatzopoulos and 
Demosthenes Voutyras, toward social concerns, thus sugges  ng a peculiar 
version of the School. His work belongs to the currents of realism and verism, 
the Mediterranean and European literature represented by Balzac, Flaubert or 
Verga. However, I iden  fy in Theotokis’ work anthropo-geographical extensions 
that can be a  ributed to both his erudi  on and cri  cal acumen, as well as 
his reassessment of the place, the island of Corfu, as an ideal materiality of 
condensed  me, historical and present.

I propose to interpret the landscapes, natural and human, in his work, with 
a view to detect its morphological elements, style, the world of emo  ons and 
its values.
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Panayo  s Tournikio  s |  
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Marble for the emperor
Emperor Napoleon Bonaparte died in exile and was buried in Saint Helena in 
1821. His bones were ceremonially transported to Paris in 1840, to be buried 
in a monument be    ng his revitalized glory. Following a compe   on, the 
project was commissioned to the architect Louis Viscon  . The purple quartzite 
sarcophagus atop a green granite pedestal was to be surrounded by twelve 
female  gures, the Victories, in white marble. The symbolism of the materials 
was decisive for the Corsican, who had challenged the glory of the Roman 
emperors and had ridden through Moscow. The quartzite came from Russia. 
The white marble was sought in Paros.

‘Parian marble’ was renowned in Greek and Roman an  quity for its 
whiteness and transparency and was preferred for sculptures ranging from 
early Cycladic  gurines to the statue of Aphrodite of Milos. But it was most 
treasured by the Roman emperors, who claimed the quarries as their own: 
patrimonium Caesaris. From Marcus Aurelius to Hadrian, large blocks of Parian 
marble were brought to Rome for making sculptures and statues. The marbles 
of Paros were thus a bearer, in Napoleon’s  me, of the double meaning of the 
art of ancient Greece and imperial Rome.

The task of seeking Parian marble for the emperor’s tomb was entrusted to 
the architect François Louis Florimond Boulanger, Grand prix de Rome, who, 
a  er spending  me in Rome, had undertaken the study of the monuments 
of Athens. Boulanger went to Paros in 1844, spo  ed the quarry, came to an 
understanding with the architect Stama  os Kleanthis who had preceded him 
in exploi  ng it, examined the poten  al for quarrying and transpor  ng the 
necessary volumes in collabora  on with the French navy, and wrote reports 
to the French Ministry of the Interior. These are the basis for the proposed 
proposal.

Paros marble had been re-established but the venture was abandoned for 
technical and economic reasons. However, the rumor persists: it was from the 
quarry of Paros that the emperor’s marble was extracted.
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c. Conference participants

Chara Agnan  
Architect, Independent researcher

Chara Agnan   studied architecture at the Department of Architecture, Aristotle 
University of Thessaloniki, where she completed her studies in 2021 (Master in 
Architecture). She has par  cipated in several architectural compe   ons and 
has worked at Dominique Perrault Architecture in Paris. She has taken part in 
voluntary programs, architectural exhibi  ons and workshops. Currently, she is 
working at an interior design studio in Paris.

Jenny P. Albani
Dr Architect-Art Historian, Independent researcher, jennyalbani[at]gmail.com

Jenny P. Albani holds a diploma in architecture from the Na  onal Technical 
University, Athens, and a PhD. in the history of art from the Vienna University. She 
received scholarships from the Hellenic State Scholarship Founda  on, the S   ung 
FVS, the Katholische Frauenbewegung Österreichs, and the German Academic 
Exchange Service. She was a research fellow at the Ins  tute of Art History of 
Na  onal Technical University, Athens, and an exhibi  on curator at the Hellenic 
Ministry of Culture and Sports. Moreover, she taught undergraduate courses on 
the history of art, architecture, and urbanism at the Hellenic Open University.

So  ria Alexiadou
Dr Architect, Department of Architecture, University of Thessaly, sosoalex[at]
gmail.com

So  ria Alexiadou was born in Thessaloniki. Studied Architecture at University of 
Thessaly (2007). A  ended the MSc. in Urban Strategies, Applied Arts University 
Vienna (2010) and the MSc. in Protec  on, Conserva  on, and Restora  on of 
Cultural Monuments, Aristotle University of Thessaloniki (2016). Earned her 
doctorate from University of Thessaly’s Architecture Department (2022). Her 
research focuses on architecture and urban development mechanisms of the 
20th c. Par  cipated in teaching teams of architecture design classes in University 
of Cyprus, University of Thessaly, and Aristotle University of Thessaloniki, and 
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in design teams of architectural compe   ons with dis  nc  ons. Her research 
and architecture projects were presented at conferences and exhibi  ons.

Stavros Alifragkis
Adjunct Lecturer, Hellenic Open University, sa346[at]otenet.gr

Dr Stavros Alifragkis has completed his undergraduate studies at the 
Department of Architecture, Aristotle University of Thessaloniki (1996-2002). 
He has a  ended postgraduate courses at the Department of Architecture, 
University of Cambridge (2002-2003) and at the School of Architecture, Na  onal 
Technical University of Athens (2003-2004). He completed his PhD thesis at the 
University of Cambridge (2004-2009) on the representa  on of the socialist 
city in Soviet cinema and his post-doctoral research at the Department of 
Architecture, University of Thessaly on mul  media databases for architecture 
and the city. Since 2010, he has been researching, publishing, and teaching 
aspects of theory and history of architecture and cinema in Greece and abroad.

Dimitris Antonakakis
Architect, Atelier 66, a66[at]otenet.gr

Dimitris Antonakakis is an architect and founding partner of Atelier 66, together 
with Suzana Antonakaki, Eleni Desylla, Denis Po  ris, and E   Vron  si. He was 
born in Chania, Crete in 1933 and graduated from the School of Architecture, 
Na  onal Technical University of Athens (NTUA) in 1958. From 1959 to 2020 he 
collaborated with the architect and later his wife Suzana Kolokytha Antonakaki 
(1935-2020). He taught as Lecturer at the School of Architecture, NTUA (1958-
1992). He was Visi  ng Professor at the MIT (Boston, 1994-1999), at the NTUA 
(Athens, 1997-1998), and at the University of Patras (Patras, 1999-2000). From 
1997 to 2011, he served as Ar  s  c Director of the Centre for Mediterranean 
Architecture (KAM), in Chania, Crete. He is a Corresponding Member of the 
Académie d’Architecture (1995). He was awarded honorary doctorates by 
the Aristotle University of Thessaloniki in 2007, the Democritus University of 
Thrace in 2016 and the University of Patras in 2022.

Emilia Athanassiou
Dr Architect, School of Architecture, Na  onal Technical University of Athens, 
millie62[at]otenet.gr

Dr Emilia Athanassiou received her Diploma in Architecture from the Department 
of Architecture, Aristotle University of Thessaloniki (2001) and her postgraduate 
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degree in the Theory and History of Architecture from the School of Architecture, 
Na  onal Technical University of Athens (NTUA, 2004). She holds a PhD in the 
History of Architecture from the NTUA (2018). Her doctoral thesis inves  gates 
the rhetorical founda  ons of architectural theory. She has par  cipated in four 
research programs, more recently in ‘Voyage to Greece: Mobility and Modern 
Architecture in the Interwar Period’, and ‘An  parochi and (its) Architects’. She 
has published extensively on aspects of architectural history and theory.

Herman Bashiron Mendolicchio
Lecturer and researcher, Cultural Management program, University of 
Barcelona, herman.b101[at]gmail.com

Herman Bashiron Mendolicchio holds a PhD in ‘Art History, Theory and 
Cri  cism’ from the University of Barcelona. He is currently teaching in di  erent 
Universi  es and academic programs interna  onally. He is Lecturer at the 
Cultural Management Program of the University of Barcelona, where he is 
coordina  ng the Postgraduate Course on Interna  onal Cultural Coopera  on. 
His current lines of inves  ga  on involve the subjects of intercultural processes, 
ecology, par  cipa  on, and mobility in contemporary art and cultural policies, 
art in public space and the cultural coopera  on between di  erent world 
regions. Herman combines academic research, cultural management, curatorial 
prac  ces, and ar  s  c methodologies, collabora  ng with a wide range of 
networks, projects, and organiza  ons interna  onally.

Vassilis Colonas
Architectural Historian, Professor Emeritus, Department of Architecture, 
University of Thessaly, colonas10[at]gmail.com

Vassilis Colonas is a graduate of the Department of Architecture, Aristotle 
University of Thessaloniki. He pursued postgraduate studies in Paris in the 
 elds of Art History, Museology, and Conserva  on of Historical Monuments. 

From 2002  ll 2022, he was Professor at the Department of Architecture of the 
University of Thessaly. From December 2022, he is Professor Emeritus of the 
same Department. Vassilis has been a main contributor and scien   c manager 
of Greek and European research programs related to the study and research 
of the History of architecture (19th and 20th c.) in Greece and the countries of 
the Eastern Mediterranean and the Black Sea. He has worked as a researcher 
and taught at universi  es in the USA, Canada, and France. He is a member of 
the interna  onal scien   c commi  ee of EAUH (European Associa  on of Urban 
History, 2012-2022). He is the author of 8 monographs.
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Benjamín Cu  llas-Victoria
Ceramics and Composite Materials Research Group, Ins  tute of Nanoscience 
and Nanotechnology, NCSR Demokritos; Grupo de Inves  gación en Arqueología 
(E041-02), Universidad de Murcia & Centre of Excellence in Ancient Near Eastern 
Empires (ANEE), University of Helsinki, b.cu  llas[at]inn.demokritos.gr

Dr Benjamín Cu  llas-Victoria is a post-doctoral researcher between the Ins  tute 
of Nanoscience and Nanotechnology of the NCSR Demokritos (Greece) and the 
University of Murcia (Spain). His research explores archaeometric data from 
ceramics and earthen building materials to inves  gate the con  gura  on and 
evolu  on of Mediterranean community iden   es during the 1st millennium BC. 
Moreover, he focuses on interac  ons between East and West Mediterranean 
linked to the Phoenician coloniza  on process and the development of Late 
Bronze and Iron Age communi  es. From 2018 he is also chief archaeologist of 
some excava  ons and survey projects in the Iberian Southeast.

Nikos Daskalothanasis
Professor, Athens School of Fine Arts, ndaskalothanasis[at]asfa.gr

Nikos Daskalothanasis is Professor of modern and contemporary art history at the 
Department of Art Theory and History of the Athens School of Fine Arts. In 2021 his 
book Art History 1945-1975: From Modern to Contemporary Art Pain  ng - Sculpture 
- Architecture was published (Athens, futura Publica  ons). He is the editor of the 
Greek peer reviewed academic journal Istoria  s Technis (Art History) (Athens, 
futura Publica  ons, 2013-). His research interests include art historiography as well 
as art theory and art history from the mid-19th c. to the present day.

Lina Dima
Dr Architect, School of Architecture, Na  onal Technical University of Athens, 
linadima[at]gmail.com

Lina (Vasiliki) Dima is an architect and holds a PhD from the Na  onal Technical 
University of Athens. She has been dis  nguished in architectural compe   ons 
and her architectural projects have been exhibited and published. She was a 
member of the Scien   c, Design, and Construc  on Commi  ees for the Greek 
Pavilion #ThisIsACo-op at the 15th Interna  onal Architecture Exhibi  on - la 
Biennale di Venezia (2016). She is co-editor of The Return of the Modern. 25 
Years Greek Docomomo [in Greek] (Futura, 2018). Her recent research focuses 
on the architectural networks during the interwar period. She has taught at the 
Universi  es of Patras (2016-2018) and the University of Thessaly (2018-2022).
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Andreas Doul  s
PhD Candidate in Chris  an and Byzan  ne Archaeology and Art, Na  onal and 
Kapodistrian University of Athens, doul  s.a[at]gmail.com

Andreas Doul  s is a graduate of the Department of Theology at the Na  onal 
and Kapodistrian University of Athens (NKUA). He also holds a MA from the 
same Department in Historical Studies with a concentra  on in Chris  an and 
Byzan  ne archaeology and art. He is currently a PhD candidate in NKUA. His 
ongoing thesis is  tled: ‘Religious places in the Early Byzan  ne ci  es (4th-6th 
c.). Methodological proposals for archaeological spa  al analysis’.

Georgia Fakarou
Archaeologist, Directorate of Prehistoric and Classical An  qui  es, Hellenic 
Ministry of Culture and Sports, gfakarou[at]culture.gr

Georgia Fakarou was born in Athens. She graduated from the Na  onal and 
Kapodistrian University of Athens (School of Philosophy, Department of History 
and Archaeology, 1993) and got a Master’s degree from the University of Crete 
special ized in Prehistoric Archaeology (2011). Since 1992 she is working as an 
archaeologist in the Hellenic Ministry of Culture and Sports, at the 21st Ephorate 
of Prehistoric and Classical An  qui  es (Cyclades, Samos, Ikaria) and since 
2000 at the Directorate of Prehistoric and Classical An  qui  es, Department 
for the Supervision of Greek & Foreign Scien   c Ins  tu  ons & Coordina  on 
of Interna  onal Coopera  on & Organiza  ons. Her scien   c interests concern 
Prehistoric Aegean focusing on landscape studies and the archaeology of the 
island of Ikaria. She is a member of the archaeological team of the survey 
conducted by the University of Crete on the island of Dia.

Maria Farmaki
Dr Archaeologist, Ephorate of An  qui  es of Kilkis, Hellenic Ministry of Culture 
and Sports, mfarmaki[at]culture.gr

Maria Farmaki was born and raised in Athens. She is a graduate of the 
Archaeological Department of the School of Philosophy of the Kapodistrian 
University. She completed her Academic Studies with a Postgraduate and 
Doctoral Thesis from the Aristotle University of Thessaloniki. The subject of 
her thesis is ‘The photographic depic  on of the ancient Monuments in Greece 
in the 19th century, The case of Athens’. Today she lives in Thessaloniki and 
works as an archaeologist at the Hellenic Ministry of Culture and Sports and 
speci  cally at the Ephorate of An  qui  es of Kilkis. 
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Korina Filoxenidou
Assistant Professor, Department of Architecture University of Ioannina, 
k  loxenidou[at]uoi.gr

Korina Filoxenidou studied Architecture at the Aristotle University of 
Thessaloniki. In 2000 she completed the Master of Design Studies program 
at Central Saint Mar  n’s. In 2000 she founded the architectural o   ce K&K 
Architects in collabora  on with Katerina Kotzia. The studio focuses on the 
design of small- and large-scale projects and ephemeral installa  ons, as well as 
the cura  on and design of art and architecture exhibi  ons. Projects have been 
awarded in architectural compe   ons and architecture awards and have been 
published extensively. Korina Filoxenidou is Assistant Professor of Architectural 
Design and Interior Design at the Department of Architecture, University of 
Ioannina, since 2018.

Dimitris Gourdoukis
Assistant Professor, School of Architecture, Faculty of Engineering, Aristotle 
University of Thessaloniki, dgourdoukis[at]arch.auth.gr

Dimitris Gourdoukis is an Assistant Professor at the School of Architecture in 
the Aristotle University of Thessaloniki. He previously taught at the School 
of Architecture of Washington University in St. Louis. He has published many 
ar  cles in interna  onal publica  ons and his research has been presented in 
interna  onal conferences. Dimitris is director of object-e architecture, an 
architectural prac  ce that has received several prizes and awards. Dimitris 
holds a PhD in Architecture from the School of Architecture of the Aristotle 
University in Thessaloniki, a Master in Architecture from Washington University 
in St. Louis and a Diploma in Architecture from the Aristotle University.

Anno Hein
Ceramics and Composite Materials Research Group, Ins  tute of Nanoscience 
and Nanotechnology, NCSR Demokritos, hein[at]ims.demokritos.gr

Dr Anno Hein studied physics and informa  cs at the University of Bonn, where 
he graduated with a PhD in 1996. In 1998 he came to N.C.S.R. ‘Demokritos’ 
as post-doctoral researcher and later as associate researcher. From 2010 he 
has a permanent posi  on as researcher at the Ins  tute of Nanoscience and 
Nanotechnology. His main research interests concern the study of produc  on 
technology and dissemina  on of archaeological materials and the inves  ga  on 
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of their thermo-mechanical proper  es taking into account func  on and use. 
For this, he is applying various methods for inves  ga  ng the composi  on and 
microstructure of materials as well as their physicochemical proper  es.

onstan  na Kalfa
Adjunct Lecturer, Athens School of Fine Arts, kalfacccon[at]gmail.com

Konstan  na Kalfa received her diploma and PhD from the School of Architecture, 
Na  onal Technical University of Athens. Her current research revolves around the 
study of architecture in the realm of post-war moderniza  on and development, 
with a par  cular focus on informal housing prac  ces and how these are 
intertwined with mul  ple types of poli  cs and social con  icts. She has published 
at JSAH, Rethinking Marxism and Architecture and Culture and contributed with a 
chapter in the forthcoming publica  on Architecture in Development (Routledge, 
2022). In 2019, she authored the book Self-sheltering Now! The Invisible Side of 
American Aid to Greece [in Greek] (Futura, 2019). She is guest editor of the ABE 
Journal 20 special issue (2022) with S. Alifragkis and P. Tournikio  s.

Afrodi   Kamara
Dr Historian, Cultural heritage consultant, Director of Time Heritage - Cultural 
Heritage Consultants, aphroditekamara08[at]gmail.com

Afrodi   Kamara is a historian and cultural heritage consultant. She studied 
at the universi  es of Athens, Manchester, and Oxford, specializing in social 
and religious history of Late An  quity in the Eastern Mediterranean (Syria 
in par  cular). She has worked as Research Historian at the Founda  on of 
the Hellenic World and has acquired professional experience in the  elds of 
content development for digital applica  ons in cultural heritage enhancement. 
In 2003 she co-founded Time Heritage, a company focusing on interdisciplinary 
approach towards cultural heritage. Time Heritage is currently working on 
cultural heritage enhancement projects and the role of history and culture as a 
pivot for regional development.

Tina (Konstan  nia) Karali
Dr Architect, School of Architecture, Na  onal Technical University of Athens, 
 nakarali[at]yahoo.com

Konstan  nia (Tina) Karali holds a Diploma in Architecture, Na  onal Technical 
University of Athens (NTUA, 2001), a DEA in Theory of Architecture and Urbanism 
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at the Paris VIII - Belleville School of Architecture (2002), a Master’s Degree in 
Theory and History of Architecture (NTUA, 2004), and a PhD in Architectural 
History (NTUA, 2017). She par  cipated as Research Assistant in research 
programs at the NTUA. She was Teaching Assistant in undergraduate courses at 
the NTUA (2003-2005) and taught Architectural Design in undergraduate courses 
at the Department of Architecture, Democritus University of Thrace, Greece 
(2006-2008). She has presented papers and published ar  cles in Greece and 
abroad. Her architectural work involves public buildings, public space design, 
and housing.

Meropi Konstan  nidou
Architect, Independent researcher

Meropi Konstan  nidou studied architecture at the Department of Architecture, 
Aristotle University of Thessaloniki where she completed her studies in 2021 
(Master in Architecture). She has worked for BIG (Bjarke Ingels Group) in 
Copenhagen, where she par  cipated in big-scale architectural compe   ons in 
China. Currently she works as an architect at PILA studio in Athens. Her goal is 
to experience and design projects of di  erent types and scales.

Katerina Kopaka
Professor Emerita of Prehistoric Archaeology, Department of History and 
Archaeology, School of Philosophy, University of Crete, kopaka[at]uoc.gr

Katerina Kopaka was born in Herakleion, Crete. She studied Archaeology 
and Art History at the University of Paris I (Sorbonne), where she completed 
her Master’s degree and Doctoral thesis, reading Aegean Prehistory and 
Protohistory. She is Professor Emerita at the Department of History and 
Archaeology of the University of Crete, where she has taught Prehistoric 
Archaeology of Crete, the Aegean, and Mediterranean since 1985. She has 
been dean of the School of Philosophy. She (co)organized many archaeological 
and interdisciplinary projects and scien   c mee  ngs, and is responsible of the 
University’s research projects on the islands of Gavdos (1993-) and Dia (2010-). 
Her academic interests concern, mainly, the topics of: Domes  c architecture, 
everyday life, rituals; Ancient technology (wine, olive oil); People and gender 
studies; Island socie  es; History of the Cretan archaeological research.
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Manolis Korres
Professor Emeritus, School of Architecture, Na  onal Technical University of 
Athens & Member of the Academy of Athens, dr.korres[at]gmail.com

Manolis Korres was born in Athens in 1948. He is Dr Architect-Engineer Na  onal 
Technical University of Athens (NTUA) and Dr Phil. h.c. Freie Universität Berlin. 
He is Professor Emeritus of the NTUA and member of the Academy of Athens. 
He has taught ancient architecture, historical topography, restora  on, etc. 
at the NTUA, the Na  onal and Kapodistrian University of Athens, as well as 
at universi  es abroad. He has supervised the restora  on of the Theatre of 
Dionysus (1980-1983) and the Parthenon (1983-1999). He has studied historical 
monuments in Mani, Thessaly, Naxos, Paros, Amorgos, Evros and Pythion, 
Nafpak  a, Amykles, Tzoumerka, Ravenna, Etruria, Jerusalem, etc., contribu  ng 
to their conserva  on, structural maintenance or restora  on. His  eld of interest 
covers, among others, the following areas: historical topography of Athens, 
ancient architecture, pre-industrial building technology, Byzan  ne for   ca  on, 
history of bridges, quarrying, masonry, hois  ng technology, irriga  on, and 
restora  on theory. He has authored 12 books and 120 ar  cles.

Katerina Kotzia
Assistant Professor, Department of Architecture University of Ioannina, 
kkotzia[at]uoi.gr

Katerina Kotzia holds a diploma in architecture from the Department of Architecture, 
Aristotle University of Thessaloniki (1997) and a Master of Arts in Design Studies 
from Central Saint Mar  n’s College of Art and Design (2000) with a scholarship 
from the Onassis Founda  on. She is a founding member of K&K Architects (2000-). 
In 2006 she represented Greece at the 10th Interna  onal Architecture Biennale 
Venice as co-curator of the Greek Par  cipa  on (with Elias Constantopoulos, Korina 
Filoxenidou and Lois Papadopoulos). She is an Assistant Professor of Architectural 
Design at the School of Architecture, University of Ioannina (2018). Since 2019, she 
also teaches Design and Exhibi  on Cura  on in the Postgraduate Program of the 
Department of Fine Arts and Art Sciences of the University of Ioannina.

Stama  na Kousidi
Associate Professor, Department of Architecture and Urban Studies, Politecnico 
di Milano, stama  na.kousidi[at]polimi.it

Stama  na Kousidi is Associate Professor of Architectural Design at the 
Department of Architecture and Urban Studies at the Politecnico di Milano. Her 
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work has been published in interna  onal peer review journals such as Territorio, 
RIHA, Material Design, and The Plan. She has authored the book From Wall to 
Skin. Architecture and the Poe  cs of Breathing (Gangemi, 2019) and edited the 
volume Viaggi e viste. Mediterraneo e modernità (Altralinea, 2019). She has 
held postdoctoral research fellowships from the German Academic Exchange 
Service (DAAD), the Swiss Government Excellence Scholarship program, and 
the Politecnico di Milano.

Stefanie Leon  adou
Academic scholar, Department C: Urban and Regional Planning and 
Development, School of Architecture, Faculty of Engineering, Aristotle University 
of Thessaloniki, stefanie.leon  adis[at]gmail.com

Stefanie Leon  adou focuses her research on the percep  on and semio  cs of 
urban space. She completed her doctorate at the Politecnico di Milano holding 
an interna  onal scholarship, on the methodological syntax of the architecture 
of public open urban spaces. Since then, she has worked with Eupolis 
Lombardia on the opera  onal implementa  on of the Regional Landscape Plan 
of Lombardy; ATHENA Research Center on the Urban Management of 20th C. 
Totalitarian Regime Architecture (ATRIUM), and; the Center for European and 
Mediterranean Studies at NYU. Also an ar  st, she is currently an academic 
scholar in Aristotle University of Thessaloniki, in the  eld of Urban Planning 
and Landscape.

Lila Leon  dou
Professor Emerita of Geography and European Culture, Hellenic Open University, 
leon  [at]aegean.gr; leon  dou[at]eap.gr

Lila Leon  dou (MSc, PhD London School of Economics), Professor Emerita 
at the Hellenic Open University, has been elected at di  erent  mes a senior 
member of permanent sta   in four Greek Universi  es and a Bri  sh one (Kings 
College London). She has received a prize in 2022 by the EGEO for leading 
the establishment of the  rst degree-course of Geography in Greece, at the 
University of the Aegean, a prize of academic excellence from EA  in 2017, 
and has been honored by 35 interna  onal academics in a 2019 Festschri  . She 
has published 250 ar  cles and books in Greek, English, French, Spanish, Italian, 
German, and Japanese.
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Argyro Loukaki
Professor, School of Humani  es, Hellenic Open University, aloukaki[at]eap.gr; 
argyro-loukaki[at]hotmail.com

Argyro Loukaki, a Professor at the Hellenic Open University (HOU), is recurrently 
and presently Director of the Program ‘Studies in Greek Civiliza  on’ (ELP) 
and Director and ins  gator of the MA ‘Art-Cultural Heritage-Development 
Policies’ (TEP), launched in 2022. She holds a DPhil (Oxford University, School 
of Geography with the Ins  tute of Archaeology and the Ashmolean Museum), 
an MSc in Architectural Engineering (NTUA), an MA in Urban and Regional 
Studies (Sussex University), and an MSc in Regional Development (Panteion 
University). A recipient of a number of fellowships and prizes, she has been 
Planning Advisor to the Mayor of Piraeus and has accomplished urban and 
regional planning, architectural design and archaeological landscaping. She has 
launched a series of bi-annual interna  onal conferences held at the Acropolis 
Museum, Athens. A book reviewer for interna  onal academic publishers, she 
has published 50 ar  cles and 5 books in English and Greek, including Living 
Ruins, Value Con  icts, The Geographical Unconscious, Mediterranean Cultural 
Geography and Aesthe  cs of Development, Urban Art and the City - Crea  ng, 
Destroying, and Reclaiming the Sublime. In addi  on, 4 books are currently in 
press.

Ma  na Magkou
Post-doctoral researcher, SIC.Lab Méditerranée, University Côte d’Azur, 
mmagkou[at]gmail.com

Ma  na Magkou is a cultural manager and researcher. Her deep ques  oning 
of fairness in cultural collabora  ons led to her PhD research on value and 
evalua  on in cultural coopera  on projects with a focus on the EuroArab 
region. A  er years in Greece, Spain, Belgium, and Qatar working with and for 
cultural organiza  ons and public ins  tu  ons, she is currently based in France 
and employed as a post-doctoral researcher at the University Côte d’Azur 
inves  ga  ng spaces of crea  vity and local cultural policies. She con  nues 
working as a cultural manager and consultant as well as with cultural networks 
and organiza  ons evalua  ng projects, facilita  ng learning processes and 
project managing complex projects.
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Sebas  an Marshall
PhD Candidate, Faculty of Classics & Department of History of Art, University 
of Cambridge, sam246[at]cam.ac.uk

Seb Marshall is a third-year PhD student working between the Cambridge 
Faculty of Classics and Art History Department on a project examining the 
representa  on of Greek and Anatolian landscapes by Victorian painters and 
archaeological draughtsmen in illustrated books. He is interested in how these 
texts reveal processes of belonging or aliena  on –of ‘being in’ and ‘moving 
through’ landscape rather than simply looking over it– and seeks to understand 
the rela  on between representa  on and power in encounters between 
Victorian travelers and inhabitants of the Eastern Mediterranean.

Nikos Merousis
Dr Archaeologist, Independent researcher, nikos.merousis[at]ouc.ac.cy

Nikos Merousis was born in the island of Chios. He studied Archaeology and 
History of Art at the Aristotle University of Thessaloniki (1984-1988), where 
he completed his MA (1990) and PhD in Prehistoric Archaeology (1998). He 
has also been a Postdoctoral Researcher (Greek State Scholarship Founda  on) 
in the Department of Archaeology, Aristotle University of Thessaloniki (2002-
2003). He has worked in the Ephorates of An  qui  es (Chios & Lesvos Islands, 
Pella, and Imathia, Central Macedonia). He has conducted with L. Stefani 
excava  ons in the prehistoric se  lements of Angelohori and Polyplatanos 
(Imathia Prefecture). He has undertaken funded projects for the publica  on 
of excava  on material from Macedonian se  lements (Mandalo, Archon  ko, 
Polyplatanos, Angelohori) and Minoan cemeteries (Galia, Stavrakia, Arkalohori, 
etc.). His research interests focus on Minoan Post Pala  al period, Prehistoric 
Macedonia, and the history and archaeology of Chios. He has taught 
Ancient Greek Art and Civiliza  on at the Hellenic Open University and the 
Open University of Cyprus (2004-2019). He has published  ve books, edited 
conference proceedings, and honor volumes and published numerous papers 
mostly in archaeological journals.

Susanne Metaxas
Dr Archaeologist, Ephorate of An  qui  es of Arcadia, Hellenic Ministry of 
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